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1. Introduction 

ON PAIRWISE s- SPACES 

By S. N. Maheshwari and R. Prasad 

A subset A of a topological space X is semi open [3J if for some open set 

0 , OCACcl 0 , where cl 0 denotes the closure of 0 in X. Every open set is 

semi open but the converse may be false [3J. The complement of a semi open 

set is called semi closed. A point p ε X is a semi limit point of ACX, if 

every semi open set containing p contains a point of A distinct from p. The 

union of A and the set of all the semi limit points of A is called the semi closure 

[lJ of A. We denote it by scl A. Infact, it is the smallest semi closed set con

taining A , and A is semi closed iff A=scl A. A bitopogical space (X , P 1' Pz) is 

pairwise normal [2J if for every P;-closed set A and P;-closed set B such that z ------ --- ---- - J 

AnB=çb there exist a Propen set U and 2. Pi-open set V such that AζU， BCV 

and unv=ø : z', j=l , 2, z'-,p j. AIso a bitopological space (X , P 1' P 2) is pairwise 

Ro [6J , if for every PCopen set G, X ε G implies that Prcl {x} CG: z' -,p j , z', j= 

1, 2. Lastly, a bitopological space (X, P l' Pz) is pairwise s-regular [4J if for every 
P;-closed set F and a point x (/= F there exists a Prsemi open set U and a Pc 

semi open set V such that U n V=ø , F C U , x ε V:i -,p j , i , j=1 , 2. Every 

pairwise regular space [외 is pairwise s-regular but the converse may not be true 

[4J . 

In the present paper we introduce the concept of pairwise s-normality which is 

strictly weaker than pairwise normality. At the same time it also presents the 

role of semi open sets in topology. Throughout the paper X~B denotes the 

complement of B in X. 

2. Pairwise s-normaI spaces 

DEFINIT!ON. A b비itopo여logica떠1 space(X, P1ν， Pz.강，) is pairμ%’새izi.S%e S앙-normαal i표f for every 

P2「--녕-
o야pen set U and Pi-semi 0야pen set V such that ιACU， BCV and unv=ø: i , j=l , 2 
i -,p j. 

It is evident that every pairwise normal space is pairwise s-norma1. However. 
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the converse may be false. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let X = {a, b, c, d} , 

P 1:= {rþ, {b}, {d }, {b , d }, (a , b, d }, {b , c, d l, X }, 

P2= {rþ, {b}, {d }, {b , d }, {b, c, d }, X}. 

Then , (X, P1, P2) is pairwise s-normal but it is not pairwise norma1. Also, note 
that it is not pairwise Ro' 

REMARK 1. Pairwise s-norma1ity need not imply pairwise s-regularity. 

EXAMPLE 2. Let X={a ,b, c}, 

P 1 = {rþ , {a}, {b, c}, X }, 

P?= {rþ, {b} , {b, c} , X}. 

Then, (X, P l' P 2) is pairwise s-normal (infact, pairwise norma1) but it is not 

pairwise s-regular. 

EXAMPLE 3. Let X be the set of all the real numbers, P1 be the countable 
complement topology and P2 be the usual topology. Then the space (X , Pl' P2) is 
pairwise Ro' But it is neither pairwise s-regular nor pairwise s-norma1. For, 
every P2-open set is uncountable and so intersects every nonempy PCopen set. 

Therefore every P1-semi open set meets every Pz-semi open set. 

REMARK 2. The axioms of pairwise Ro and pairwise s-normal are independent 

(Example 1 and 3). A pairwise Ro-space may fa i1 to be pairwise s-regular 

(Example 3). 

However, we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Every pairwise s-normal pairμ，ise Ro-space (X , P l' P 2) is pairwise 

s-regular. 

PROOF. Let F be a Pi-closed set i= 1 or 2 and let x ε X be such that x 종 F. 

Now X being pairwise Ro' PFcl {x} nF=rþ, j= 1, 2, i :p j. The theorem now 

follows by pairwise s-norma1ity of X. 

THEOREM 2.. In a bzïopological space (X , P1, P2) the following condz"tions aγe 

equivalent: 

(a) (X'P l' P2) is paz'ywz'se s-normαl. 

(b) For each PCclosed set A and Propen set B containing A there 상 a Prsemi 
open set U sμch that AC二UCPcscl UCB, i :p j , i , j=1 , 2. 

(c) For eαch pi = closed set A tZ7zd P .-closed set B disjotyzt fy0% A mere exists a 
J 
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P2-sψnz' oþen set U contaz'nz'ng A and sμch that (Pi-scl U) nB=rþ, z' ~ j , z., j = 1, 2. 

l~ROOF. (a) 각 (b) : Since A is Pi-closed and disjoint from a 목-closed set X ""' 

B , there exist disjoint semi open sets U and V such that U is PFsemi open and 

V is Pi-semi open such that ACU, X-BCV. And so, ACUCX-VζB. Hence 

ACUCPi-scl UCB. 

(b) 응 (c). Since X-B is PFopen and contains a Pi-closed set A , z' ~ j ,z", j= 1, 2~ 

there exists a 건-semi open set U such that ACUζPcscl UCX-B. Clearly, 

(Pi-scl U) nB= rþ. 

(c) => (a). Let A is Prc1osed, B is 건;-closed and AnB=çb. Then there exis않 

a PFsemi open set U such that AζU and (P仁scl U)nB=çb. Then X-(Pi-scl U) 

is PCsemi open set containing B and disjoint from U. 

REMARK 3. Pairwise s-normality is not hereditary. Even a biclosed bisemiopen 

subspace of a pairwise s-normal space may not be pairwise s-norma1. For, {α ， b, 

c} is a' biclosed bisemiopen subspace of the pairwise s-normal space X of example 

1 but it is not pairwise s-norma1. However, 

THEOREM 3. Eνery bz'open and biclosed subspace 01 a φaz'rwz'se s-1Zormal space 

(X , P l' Pz) z's þairwz'se s-normαl. 

In the proof of this theorem we use the the following result. 

LEMMA. [5] It y z.s ope1Z a1찌 A z's semz' oþen z.n a to，ψologz'cal space X the1Z 

ynA z's seηzz' open z'n Y. 

PROOF of the theorem. Let (Y, T l' T 2) be a biclosed biopen subspace of (X, 

P1, P2). Let A and B be any two disjoint sets in Y such that A is Ti-closed and 

B is TFclosed, z'~j， 서= 1, 2. Since Y is biclosed in X , A is Pi-closed and B is 

건-closed. Now , X being pairwise s-normal there exist PFsemi open set U and 

Pi-semi open set V such that ACU, BCV and unv=çb. Since Y is biopen in X 

it follows by the lemma that Uny is TFsemi open, Vny is TCsemi open. It is 

clear that Uny and Vny are disjoint and contain A and B respectively. Con

sequent1y, (y, T 1, T 2) is pairwise s-normal by definition. 
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